
    
    









        
        
        



















    
    
    
  








    
       
        When real life becomes a real emergency, count on Netcare 911.
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          When real life becomes a real emergency, count on 
Netcare
            911. 
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            Download the Netcare app
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          Our life saving tech capabilities

           Our best-in-class tech capabilities set us apart. From the very first call to 

            our emergency operations centre, right through to our rapid response 
 and your
            final recovery, we leverage our tech to save lives 24/7. 
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            Our life saving tech capabilities

             Our best-in-class tech capabilities set us apart. From the very first call to 
 our emergency operations centre, right through to our rapid response 
 and your final recovery, we leverage our tech to save lives 24/7. 
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            Rapid location tracking

            We’ll locate you in record time through your GPS coordinates, 
no matter where you are. 
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              In an emergency, time matters

              Download the app and we will immediately geolocate you in an emergency, wherever you
                are, for expert care and peace of mind.* You can also track your ambulance in-app for updates on when
                help will arrive.

              
                
                  Get the Netcare app now!
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              *Medical aid or private rates will apply

            

          

        

      

    

    
    
      
        
          
            
              Our cutting-edge 
tech saves the day 

               When a call came into our national emergency operations centre (EOC) in
                Johannesburg from a distressed hiking party in the Drakensberg mountains, our cutting-edge geo-location
                technology and quick action by EOC consultant Angela Roughley saved the day... 
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        Our life saving services
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             Emergency operations 
 centre (EOC) 

            The nerve centre of Netcare 911 —coordinating all
              our operations 24/7. 

            
              Learn more 
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            Road operations

             One of the largest fleets of private ambulances and rapid response vehicles in SA.
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            Aeromedical operations

             Netcare 911 is an EMS provider with both jet and helicopter ambulance squadron. 
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            Health-on-Line

             Telephonic medical information and advice for emergency and non-emergency cases.
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             Inter-facility 
 patient transfers 

            Effective case management of inter-facility patient
                transfers.
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             Critical care 
 operations 

            24/7 coordination of all road and air ICU patient
                management and transportation. 
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             Customer 
 services desk 

             Dedicated assistance and resolution of all enquiries, queries and complaints. 
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          Cutting-edge location and dispatch technology enables us to optimise our response
            time
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             years of life saving 
 missions 

             For over two decades, our dedicated teams, our nationwide network, our advanced tech, and our impeccable
              track record have led to one successful rescue mission after another. We bring our full capabilities and
              know-how of emergency services to every situation. 

              
 But for us it’s about more than just the missions – it’s about the people of South Africa and every
              patient whose life we helped save. They are why we do what we do!
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                55 000

                calls per month through our EOC
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                1 300

                paramedics
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                emergency vehicles
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                specialised extrication & rescue vehicles
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                60

                rapid response vehicles (RRVs)
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                mobile ambulances
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                dedicated mobile intensive care units 
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                helicopter air ambulances
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                jet air ambulances

              

            

          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            
              
                Our on point products

                Corporate emergency medical services (EMS) 
                 Netcare 911's corporate EMS cover provides employers with an end-to-end, turnkey solution for all
                  their pre-hospital emergency medical needs. We bring world class emergency care to their workforce,
                  aligned with the Occupational Health and Safety Act. 

                Learn more
              

              
                Our on point products

                Medical scheme emergency medical services (EMS) 
                 Netcare 911's medical scheme EMS cover enables medical schemes to offer unlimited medical emergency
                  service benefits to their members, with a dedicated fund manager, monthly reports, and protocols
                  aligned with each scheme’s rules. 

                Learn more
              

              
                Our on point products

                Aeromedical emergency services 
                Netcare 911’s dedicated fleet of state of the art ICU air ambulances and experienced medical and EMS
                  flight crews enable prompt evacuation and specialised, life saving pre-hospital emergency care across
                  the African continent and internationally.

                Learn more
              

              
                Our on point products

                On-site emergency medical services (EMS) 
                 Netcare 911's on-site EMS cover delivers a full spectrum of medical solutions from a single
                  platform, providing emergency care at industrial, mining and remote sites across South Africa to
                  ensure client, employee and contractor confidence. 

                Learn more
              

              
                Our on point products

                Events emergency medical services (EMS) 
                 Netcare 911 paramedics, rapid response vehicles and ambulances are a common – and welcome! – sight
                  at local, provincial, national and international sporting events, and other events such as conferences
                  and congresses held in South Africa. 

                Learn more
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          Survivor stories

           Our paramedics and pilots put their lives on the line. Daily. 
 We do what we do
            because we care about achieving the best possible outcomes for each one of our patients. 
 Their stories serve as a source of inspiration for our entire team. 

          
            

            
              
                Going beyond the call of duty for terminally ill boy.

                 When seven year old Mohammed was diagnosed with terminal cancer, his parents knew
                  there was little time left. So they wanted to do something special for him while he was still well
                  enough to enjoy the experience. 

                
                  It had always been Mohammed’s dream to feed dolphins and spend a day at uShaka
                  Marine World and so, when Netcare 911 MD Craig Grindell heard this, he was
                  determined to make Mohammed’s dream come true. The Netcare 911 paramedics and Mohammed’s
                  medical team accompanied him on his uShaka visit. After a delightful day of dolphin encounters,
                  the very happy young boy was airlifted back to his hometown in a Netcare 911 jet air ambulance.
                  Memories were made that day, and the beaming smile on Mohammed’s face meant the world to
                  his parents and our team. This is why we go the extra mile.
                

              

              
                Intensive care ambulances enable safe transport of
                  patients between hospitals

                 “We are able to safely transfer patients of all ages,
                  from neonates and paediatric patients to the elderly.” 

                
                 Thanks to Netcare 911’s mobile ICU ambulances, critically ill or compromised
                  patients are assured of the best care during transportation by road. When a 36 year old accident
                  victim with multiple injuries needed treatment at the Netcare Milpark Hospital trauma centre, our
                  purpose-built ambulance was able to plug into the continuum of care we offer, providing intensive care
                  en route. The patient remained stable and made a full recovery. 

              

              
                Innovative EMS rescue team uses crane to reach critically injured worker.

                 A worker sustained critical injuries after he fell two storeys down a partially
                  built elevator shaft on a construction site in Centurion. With only scaffolding and no lift or stairs
                  on site, our EMS team needed an innovative high angle rescue solution that would not further damage
                  the worker’s spine. Always resourceful, they called on Netcare 911’s specialised rescue service team,
                  who used an on-site crane to reach, stabilise and bring the man to safety. Our waiting ambulance
                  transported him to the nearest appropriate hospital. 
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               Get breaking news on our 
 latest operations 

              
                 Catch us in action on our social media platforms as we bring the 
 full
                  power of our team, our tech and our track record to every 
 emergency, every
                  single day. 
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                 Catch us in action on our social media platforms as we bring the full power of our team, our tech
                  and our track record to every emergency, every single day. 

                Follow us on social media.
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            You can count on us for quality of care

            We routinely measure and publish the results of the Quality of Care we provide, guided by our primary
              principles of transparency and patient-centred care.

            
              Explore our measures and results 
          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            Get in touch

             As part of our commitment to provide the best and safest care to each of our patients, we listen to what
              you have to say. If you have anything you’d like to ask us, any concerns or complaints, any compliments or
              other feedback, please get in touch. 

            
              Contact us
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            Further information

             Contact the central customer service centre at [email protected] 

               or on 

               0860 NETCARE (0860 638 2273). 

                

               Please note that the centre operates on weekdays between 08:00 and 16:00.
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            Quick links

            
              Learn more about our tech capabilities
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              Request a quote
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              View our products
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